
BOARD OF NURSING 
Professional and Vocational Licensing Division 

Department of Commerce and Consumer Affairs 
State of Hawaii 

 
MINUTES OF MEETING 

 
The agenda for this meeting was filed with the Office of the Lieutenant Governor as 
required by Section 92-7(b), Hawaii Revised Statutes (“HRS”). 

 
Date: Thursday, July 11, 2013 
 
Time: 8:30 a.m. 
 
Place: Queen Liliuokalani Conference Room 

King Kalakaua Building 
335 Merchant Street, 1st Floor 
Honolulu, Hawaii  96813 
 

Members Present: Denise L. Cohen, Ph.D., APRN 
 Jaeda Elvenia, MS, RN 
 Loraine Fleming, DNP, APRN 
 James S. Hoban, Jr, MBA, BA 
 Thomas Joslyn, MS, CRNA 
 Amy Stone Murai, MS, APRN 
 Glenda Tali, MS, APRN 
 
Staff Present: Lee Ann Teshima, Executive Officer (“EO”) 
   Shari Wong, Deputy Attorney General (“DAG”) 
   Lisa Kalani, Secretary 
 
Guest:   Uaonani Kalawaia, RN applicant 
   Joseph E. Washington, LPN 
 
Election of a  The EO called for volunteers for Chair Pro Tem for today’s meeting. 
Temporary Chair:   
 Dr. Cohen volunteered to be Chair Pro Tem. 
   
Call to Order: The Chair Pro Tem called the meeting to order at 8:35 a.m. at which time quorum was 

established.   
  
Additions/Additional Upon a motion by Ms. Stone Murai, seconded by Mr. Hoban it was voted on and 
Distribution:  unanimously carried to add the following to the agenda. 
 
   Additions 

   7. Executive Officer’s Report 
    a. 2013 Legislative Session 
     5) Act 185, SLH 2013 (HB 1381, HD2, SD2, CD1) –  

     Relating to Professional and Vocational Licensing  
     (Military Spouse Bill) 
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   d. Correspondence 
    9. APRN (By National Certification) Renewal Concerns,  
     William Higgins 

     10. Concerns with Board of Dental Examiners’ Proposed  
     Amendments to Their Administrative Rules, Matthew  
     Bishop 

   8. Applications 
    a. License Practical Nurses 
     2) LPN Applicants with prior convictions and/or disciplinary  

     action 
      iii. Johnson, Marcia 

   b. Registered Nurses 
   2) RN Applicants with prior convictions and/or disciplinary  
    action 
   xvi. Hopkins, Justin 
   xvii. Wade, Tiffeny 

  xviii. Vasquez, Jeannette 
 xix. Morgan, Kristy 

    
   At this time the Chair Pro Tem asked all the Board members to introduce   

  themselves. 
 
Approval of the  The Chair Pro Tem called for a motion in regards to the minutes of the June 6, 2013  
Minutes:   meeting. 
 
    There being no amendments, upon a motion by Dr. Fleming, seconded by Mr. Hoban, it  

   was voted on and unanimously carried to approve the minutes of the June 6, 2013  
   meeting as circulated. 

 
Chair’s Report: None. 
 
Education Committee Dr. Cohen reported on the following items discussed and recommendations made at the  
Report: June 6, 2013 Education Committee meeting.   
 
 1. Hawaii Nursing Programs 

 University of Phoenix – Angie Strawn and Dr. Curley do not meet the 
administrator requirements pursuant to HAR 16-89-45(d) since neither 
possess a Hawaii RN license.  The Hawaii rules and regulations clearly 
state that the administrator of a nursing program must hold a Hawaii RN 
license. 

2. Foreign Educated Applicants 
 Elena Lisitsyna – Deferred application for RN exam, insufficient 

information to substantiate meeting the requirements under HAR 16-89-
47(c) and (d).  
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 Mariana Kerr – Recommend approval of LPN exam.  Defer application 
for RN exam, insufficient information to substantiate meeting the 
requirements under HAR 16-89-47. 

3. Old Business 
 Proposed Amendments to HAR Chapter 89 - Committee continued their 

discussion on “Distance Learning” programs. 
 Licensure of MEPN Students – Committee considering the issuance of 

a temporary license to applicants who are currently in MEPN program 
and allowed to sit for NCLEX-RN.  The temporary license would change 
to a permanent license upon the student’s graduation with a nursing 
degree but automatically terminate if the student leaves the program 
prior to obtaining a nursing degree.  

 
 Upon a motion by Dr. Fleming, seconded by Ms. Stone Murai it was voted on and 

unanimously carried to accept the Education Committees recommendations.  
 
Executive Officer’s 2013 Legislative Session 
Report:  
 The EO reported on the following legislative measures: 
 Act 19, SLH (HB 79, HD1) – Relating to Advanced Practice Registered Nurses 
 This bill changes the degree requirement for APRN recognition from a master’s degree in 

nursing to a graduate degree in nursing.  This bill was approved by the Governor on April 
18, 2013. 

 
 HB 654, HD2, SD1 – Relating to Nursing – On Governor’s June 24, 2013 Veto List 
 This bill was vetoed by the Governor.   
 
 SB 655, SD2, HD2, CD1 – Relating to Health – Enrolled to the Governor on May 7, 2013 
 This bill allows health professionals, including APRNs with prescriptive authority, subject 

to certain requirements, to treat the partners of patients diagnosed as having certain 
sexually transmitted diseases by dispensing or prescribing medication to the partners 
without examining the partners.  This bill was approved by the Governor on July 1, 2013. 

 
 SR 34 – Requesting the Hawaii State Center for Nursing to Convene a Working Group 

Composed of Various State Agencies to Identify Barriers Relating to the Practice of 
Advanced Practice Registered Nurses to the full Extent of the Nurses’ Education and 
Training in the State 

 This resolution was adopted by the Senate of the Twenty-Seventh Legislature of the State 
of Hawaii but that the concurrent resolution was not. 

 
 Act 185, SLH 2013 (HB 1381, HD2, SD2, CD1) – Relating to Professional and Vocational 

Licensing (Military Spouse Bill) 
 This bill limits licensure by endorsement or reciprocity for military spouses to those 

spouses who are present in the State for at least one year pursuant to military orders.  
Specifies that a license issued to a military spouse by endorsement or reciprocity shall be 
valid for the same time period as other similar licenses, limits the validity of the license to 
a maximum of vie year in the aggregate.  This bill was approved by the Governor on June 
25, 2013.  
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 Licensing  
  
 2013 Renewal – Status 
 The EO reported as of July 8, 2013 the total numbers of licensees renewed are as 

follows: 
 
 APRN – 1, 023 renewed out of 1,148 
 RN – 19,552 renewed out of 22,573 
 LPN – 2,254 renewed out of 2,254 
 
 She also reported that more than half of the APRN-Rx licensees have submitted their 

CE’s to have the prescriptive authority privilege placed on their APRN license.  
 
 Also, the EO reported she recently had a conversation with someone in the DEA office 

stating that they will not issue a DEA registration without first seeing the APRN’s 
prescriptive authority for controlled substance.  The EO stated this is a public safety issue 
and will not issue prescriptive authority controlled substance to an APRN without the 
APRN first submitting proof of their DEA registration.  The EO is still waiting to hear back 
from the DEA office regarding this issue.  

 
 Dr. Fleming asked if there is a purpose to splitting the prescriptive authority into controlled 

and non-controlled. 
 
 The EO stated that it would be easier for the pharmacists to know if they can fill a 

prescription for the APRN and that some APRNs who had prescriptive authority for 
controlled substances in another state, assume they can carry that prescriptive authority 
when practicing in this State but that the APRN still has to register with the Hawaii State 
Department of Public Safety, Narcotics Enforcement Division.  

 
 Dr. Fleming clarified her question by asking why it is a two tiered approval for prescriptive 

authority.  Why not just approve for prescriptive authority with controlled substances at 
one time.  

 
 The EO stated that she is working on the new application and it will eventually come to 

that. 
 
 Wall Certificates for Nurses 
 The Board discussed a request to discontinue issuing wall certificates to newly licensed 

nurses. 
 
 The EO explained that currently, only those nurses who obtain their license by exam 

receive a wall certificate and that in other licensing areas, the licensee is required to 
display their wall certificate at their place of business, whereas, in nursing, this is not a 
requirement. 

 
 The DAG clarified that this would be a directional change, not a law change. 
 
 The EO also mentioned that eventually she would like to rely on the online verification in 

lieu of issuing a pocket card license. 
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 Mr. Hoban stated that there may be instances, specifically in the case of an emergency 

where proof of credentials is necessary and that having a hard copy pocket license would 
suffice if the online verification is not available. 

 
 Upon a motion by Dr. Fleming, seconded by Ms. Stone Murai it was voted on and 

unanimously carried to discontinue the issuance of wall certificates with the Chair Pro 
Tem, Dr. Fleming, Ms. Stone Murai, Mr. Joslyn, Ms. Elvenia, Ms. Tali voting “yes” and Mr. 
Hoban abstaining, 

  
 Conferences/Seminars/Meetings 
 The EO reported on the following: 
 
 2013 Discipline Conference, June 5-7, 2013 
 Diane Corn, RICO Staff Attorney attended and will give a report at the September Board 

meeting.  
 
 2013 NCSBN Annual Meeting, August 14-16, 2013 
 Ms. Stone Murai and Mr. Hoban will be attending. 
     
    2013 NCLEX Conference, September 9, 2013     

   Dr. Cohen will be attending.  
 
    2013 NCSBN Leadership and Public Policy Conference, September 17-19, 2013 
    Dr. Fleming will be attending. 
 
 Correspondence 
 
 LPN Scope of Practice – Insertion of a PICC Line 
 The Board discussed an email inquiry from Cecile Sullivan, Clinical Support Specialist for 

Bayada Home Health Care asking for clarification on the limits and/or practice abilities for 
an LPN to provide central venous therapy.  Her question, “Are LPNs able to provide 
medication administration, monitoring of the central license *insertion of a PICC line? 

 
 The EO stated she knows the Board has addressed this before but wanted the Board to 

discuss for the new Board members. 
 
 The Chair Pro Tem stated she teaches an LPN career lateral program and PICC lines are 

not taught at that level. 
 
 Ms. Elvenia stated a lot of home care patients get PICC lines to go home for IV therapy, 

however in most cases an RN is providing the medication administration and monitoring. 
 
 Ms. Stone Murai stated there are some places that allow competent LPN’s to use 

the line but not insert the line. 
 
 Dr. Fleming stated this is not an expected competency for an LPN. 
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 Ms. Stone Murai stated that the Board has historically not approved or 

disapproved specific procedures. 
 
 The Chair Pro Tem stated this is not under the LPN’s level of education even with 

advanced training.  
  
 After further discussion is was the consensus of the Board to refer this inquiry to 

the Practice Committee for clarification. 
 
 Home Health Nurses – Accepting Verbal or Written Orders and Accepting Orders from 

Out-of-State Physician 
 The Board discussed an email inquiry from Stacy Kenitzer, Care Team Supervisor for 

Centric Health Resources asking if home health nurses or independent contractors can 
accept verbal orders or do they require written orders and if they can accept out-of-state 
physician orders. 

 
 The Chair Pro Tem stated home health nurses can accept verbal orders. In regards to the 

second question, they cannot accept out-of-state physician orders. 
 
 Mr. Hoban stated according to Medicare guidelines, verbal orders can be accepted as 

long as they are followed by written orders.  
 
 Ms. Stone Murai stated nurses can accept orders from Hawaii licensed physicians.  
 
 The EO asked where in the rules and/or statutes does it state verbal orders can be 

accepted as long it is reduced to writing. 
 
 The DAG read a section of §457-2 where is states, “or use of reasonable judgment in 

carrying out prescribed medical orders of a licensed dentist, physician, osteopathic 
physician, or podiatrist licensed in accordance with chapter 448”.  The DAG asked does a 
prescribed medical order include verbal orders? 

 
 The EO asked so this means a nurse can accept verbal orders as long as it’s reduced to 

writing? 
 
 The DAG asked how would you describe a verbal order, don’t all prescriptions get 

reduced to writing? 
 
 Dr. Fleming stated if you were a home health nurse and the doctor called and said over 

the phone to give xyz to the patient, that would be a verbal order and the nurse can 
accept that.  The nurse’s liability would be if the doctor did not follow up with a written 
order. 

 
 Ms. Stone Murai stated verbal orders always have to be substantiated in writing by 

someone who is licensed to do it in the state of Hawaii. 
 
 It was the consensus of the Board that verbal orders are acceptable if substantiated by 

written orders, and orders from out-of-state physicians cannot be accepted. 
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 Can a Nurse Operate Medical Device 
 The Board discussed an email from Sandra Erickson, Research Analyst, on behalf of her 

client Venus Concepts that sells non-invasive medical devices used for skin tightening, 
wrinkle reduction, cellulite reduction and circumference reduction.  She states that the 
machine uses magnetic pulses and radio frequencies to deliver the treatments and that 
the device is an FDA approved class II device. 

 
 Ms. Erickson is asking who, under the state law of Hawaii would be able to operate these 

devices and if a nurse would be able to operate the device, is physician supervision 
required.  She also asked about esthetician’s scope of practice. 

 
 Dr. Fleming stated we don’t’ know enough about how this device works to know what the 

ramifications would be. 
 
 The DAG advised the Board to check if this falls within the nurses’ scope of practice as 

described in §457-2.   
 
 The EO stated as an example, if an RN works in a dermatologist office and the doctor 

directs the RN to operate this machine and the nurse has received training to operate this 
machine, then it would fall under the scope of practice as described in §457-2. However, if 
an APRN wants to do this, under what specialty would this fall under?. 

 
 The Chair Pro Tem stated that with the advancement of healthcare and new technology a 

lot of the things that APRN’s are doing now were not part of their basic education back 
when they received their licenses.  

 
 The DAG stated the Board should refer them to §457-2 definitions and inform them if what 

they are doing falls under the scope of practice of a registered nurse they should seek the 
guidance of their own private attorney. 

 
 The consensus of the Board was to refer them to §457-2. 
 
 Request from the American Holistic Nurses Association 
 The Board discussed an email asking for any update on the Board’s position statement as 

it relates to holistic nursing, holistic treatments and complimentary alternative modalities 
that RN’s may be performing. 

 
 Ms. Stone Murai stated other than basic familiarity; this is not part of a basic nursing 

program.  It’s training that someone can receive from outside and they can choose to use 
it in their practice but it’s a nurse practicing it, not necessarily the practice of nursing. 

  
 The DAG also clarified that the current nurse practice act does not address. 
 
 The consensus of the Board is that they do not have a position on holistic nursing, holistic 

treatments and complimentary alternative modalities. 
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 RNs and LPNs Administering Vaccinations to Adults and Minors (Age 9 – 18 years) 
 The Board discussed an email inquiry from Andrea Brent of Summit Health, who provides 

worksite wellness services for employees and health plan members, asking who, an RN, 
LPN or both, can administer vaccinations to adults and flu vaccinations to children 9-18 
years of age, so that they may appropriately staff their clinics. 

 
 The Chair Pro Tem stated both RN and LPN can administer vaccines to adults and flu 

vaccines to children 9-18 years old.  An LPN does not necessarily need to be supervised 
by an RN, supervision of an LPN can be by an RN, APRN, MD or physician assistant. 

 
 Dr. Fleming stated that screening a patient does not fall under the LPN scope of practice 

and that there would need to be someone on sight to supervise the LPN and screen 
patients. 

 
 It was the consensus of the Board that pursuant to HRS 457-2, RNs and LPNs can 

administer vaccines to adults and minors 9-18 years old.  However, the LPN must be 
supervised by an RN, APRN, MD or physician assistant. 

 
 APRN Ordering Home Health Physical Therapy (PT) 
 The Board discussed an email from JoAnn Lepke asking if an APRN in Hawaii has the 

authority to sign an order for home health physical therapy or if it has to be a physician. 
 
 Ms. Stone Murai stated until recently nurses could order physical therapy (PT) but PT law 

prohibited it.  PT’s have since changed their law so now they can accept the order from a 
nurse, but there is an issue of the patients insurance paying for it.  She suggested 
referring this inquiry to the Practice Committee for further clarification. 

 
 The EO asked what further clarification is needed since the Board does not get involved in 

reimbursement issues. 
 
 Ms. Stone Murai stated that she wants to make sure that everyone understands what 

nurses can legally do in Hawaii in regards to orders. 
 
 Mr. Hoban stated we need to give a complete answer. 
 
 Dr. Fleming stated the Board does not get involved with payment issues, our only concern 

is with governing the practice of nursing and HAR 16-89-35 allows an APRN to order PT. 
  
 The consensus of the Board is an APRN can order physical therapy. 
 
 Request from Licensing Administrator on Board’s Position on the Solutions to Legislative 

and Regulatory Barriers to Hiring of the Hawaii’s Healthcare Workforce 20/20 Plan and 
Report 

 The Board reviewed the above mentioned report, specifically the following “barriers” and 
proposed solutions: 

 
 Barrier #5 
 Failure to provide structure for licensing.  Licensure laws and regulations for certain health 

occupations have been passed by the legislature, but the state has not established 
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licensing authority or finalized processes.  Additionally, coordinating licensure with other 
states may increase the number of professionals willing to work in Hawaii. 

 
 Plans to Resolve: 
 
 Solution #1 – Provide adequate systems for implementing new laws and set a priority for 

high-need health occupations. 
 
 Solution #2 – The Continuing Education Joint Advisory Committee (CEJAC), established 

by the Hawaii State Legislature (SCR 167) in 2010 and charge to examine whether 
continuing education should be a requirement for continued licensure, could also be 
utilized to determine how new licensure laws should be implemented once they have 
passed the legislature. 

 
 Solution #3 – Coordinate research and sign on to the Nurse Licensure Compact, which 

allows a nurse with a license in one state to practice in other states, subject to each 
state’s practice law or regulation. 

 
 Barrier #6 
 Scope-of-practice barriers for Advanced Practice Registered Nurses (APRNs) do not 

allow those nurses to practice to the full extent of their education and training. 
 
 Plans to Resolve: 
 
 Solution #1 – Establish licensing authority for APRN’s expanded scope of practice (Act 

169). 
 
 Solution #2 – Reform scope-of-practice regulations to conform to the National Council of 

State Boards of Nursing Model Nursing Practice Act and Model Nursing Administrative 
Rules (Article XVIII, Chapter 18). 

 
 Solution #3 – Require third-party payers that participate in fee-for-service payment 

arrangements to provide direct reimbursement to Advanced Practice Registered urses 
who are participating within their scope of practice under state law. 

 
 After some discussion, it is the consensus of the Board that regarding barrier #5, this 

Board is tasked with determining the licensing requirements but not necessarily creating a 
licensing structure.  Regarding barrier #6, the Board is ensuring that there are no barriers 
within the nursing practice act to prevent an APRN from practicing to their ability, but that 
there are other regulations, not under the Board’s control or authority that may not have 
been amended and therefore may not recognize the APRNs current practice. 

 
 Professional Licensing Report, January – February 2013 
 A copy of the above mentioned report was distributed to the Board members for their 

information. 
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 APRN (by National Certification) Renewal Concerns, William Higgins 
 The Board reviewed an email William Higgins, an APRN in Hawaii alleging discrimination 

towards APRNs who received their APRN license with only their national certification.  
Those APRNs are not able to renew online.  Mr. Higgins’ states that in order to maintain 
his national certification, he my complete the required continuing education (CE), but 
those who applied using their MSN, do not have any CE requirement to maintain their 
APRN license.  

 
 The EO stated she has received this inquiry for the last three renewal periods.  The Board 

has explained to this individual in the past that an APRN with National Certification must 
provide proof, via hardcopy of their current National Certification in order to renew.   

 
 The DAG asked if the online site can receive proof via a PDF, of the National Certification. 
 
 The EO responded that she will check on that and stated that she is trying to work on a 

way to allow all Hawaii nurses to renew online, including those APRNs with only national 
certification. 

 
 Concerns with Board of Dental Examiners rule changes, Matthew Bishop 
 The Board discussed an email from Matthew Bishop regarding concerns with the Board of 

Dental Examiners (BODE) proposed rule changes and public hearing on Monday, July 15, 
2013. 

 
 The EO stated that in HAR 16-79-78, it states, “a practicing certified nurse anesthetist 

administer general anesthesia, deep sedation, or moderate (conscious) sedation to a 
patient for the licensed dentist, provided the licensed dentist is present at all times 
and supervises the procedures”. The concern is that this does not align with the current 
APRN practice, which allows the APRN to practice without supervision.  The Hawaii 
Association of Nurse Anesthetist (HANA) will be submitting comments to the BODE and 
wants the Board to submit comments to support HANA’s position.  

 
 The DAG stated the BODE proposed rule changes do not include what HANA is referring 

to.  The language in question is not new, but previously existed and that Board of Nursing 
has no jurisdiction over what the BODE adopts. 

 
 The consensus of the Board is to not submit comments to the BODE’s public hearing. 
 
 Hawaii State Center for Nursing (HSCFN) 
 
 Report on Meeting with Kathy Yokouchi 
 The EO reported that she met with Kathy Yokouchi regarding possible legislation for next year 

and that the HSCFN is considering the possibility of adopting the NCSBN Model Act and rules 
that would allow the Board, if they chose to, participate in NURSYS, require criminal 
background checks for licensees, etc. while still maintaining their authority to reject any rule or 
provision that the Baord determines is inappropriate or inapplicable to their own practice act. 

 
 Dr. Fleming asked so the Board can adopt the Model Act with exceptions.   
 
 The EO stated yes. 
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 The DAG asked isn’t it more responsibility on the Board to adopt the entire Model Act and opt 

out than it would be to just adopt certain sections at a time. 
 
 The EO said yes and that Ms. Yokouchi is working on a comparison sheet between the Board’s 

laws/rules and the NCSBN model. 
 
 Ms. Stone Murai asked if they are trying to push toward compact state licensure. 
 
 The EO asked the Board what their thoughts are on compact licenses.  
 
 Mr. Hoban stated he is opposed to compact rules because the Board has no control over who 

comes and goes thru the compact states. 
  
 The EO asked so a nurse who is part of the compact can come to Hawaii and work without 

notifying the Board that they are practicing in our state. 
 
 Mr. Hoban stated that his understanding is that if Hawaii was to join the compact states, then  

we would have to license nurses coming from another compact state, automatically without 
challenging it. 

 
 The EO stated that she would have concerns if that was the case as the Board should know 

who is practicing in this State but was unsure exactly how the NCSBN compact program works. 
 
 The DAG clarified the concern is not with the nurse coming and going, the concern is with them 

being licensed in a compact state over which Hawaii has no control over the standards of their 
licensing.  

 
 Mr. Hoban stated yes. 
 
 Ms. Stone Murai stated if Hawaii became a compact state, we would be granting a type of 

reciprocity with all other compact states that would allow a nurse to practice in any compact 
state.  

 
 The EO wants to make sure the Board has accurate information before they decide whether or 

not they are for or against compact state licensure. 
 
 Ms. Stone Murai suggested tabling this conversation until the Board has more information. 
 
 Ms. Elevnia stated a temporary license is required and that a nurse licensed in a compact state 

must meet the license requirements in the primary state of residence, when practicing in a 
remote state the nurse is accountable for complying with the nurse practice act of that state.  

 
 The EO stated she will try to get more information. 
 
 Concerns with Hawaii State Center for Nursing (HSCFN) 
 The Board reviewed an email from Joe Washington who has concerns with the $40 fee for the 

HSCFN.  In his email he stated that most nurses that he spoke with had no idea what the fee 
was for.  He also had concerns when he found out the HSCFN was tied to the University of 
Hawaii and that 24,000 nurses are paying $960 every two years so how do nurse benefit from 
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the HSCFN.  He also expressed his concerns over HB 654 that would allow the HSCFN to have 
access to his email address and feels strongly that this bill is infringing on him privacy and 
forcing him to take a survey that he does not want to take. 

 
 Mr. Washington was present to address the Board and reiterated his email concerns.   
 
 The DAG stated perhaps a meeting with your Legislators would be more productive because 

the Board has no control. 
 
 Mr. Joslyn informed Mr. Washington that the online survey was voluntary. 
 
 Mr. Washington said when he renewed online and tried to do the survey, he couldn’t get out of it 

to do anything else. 
 
 Ms. Stone Murai stated that the $40 fee section lives within the nursing law but it’s not anything 

the Board has control over. It lives there because it’s related to nursing and the renewals are the 
way the fees are collected. 

 
 The EO stated in 2003 the HSCFN was created by the State Legislature to conduct research on 

workforce issues and other assistive healthcare personnel.   They were attached to the UH.  
School of Nursing and Dental Hygiene and all nurses applying for initial licenses and when 
renewing their license were assessed a fee of $40 to be paid to the HSCFN.  Last year the 
Board supported legislation that repealed the sunset date of the fees.   

 
 Mr. Washington stated he doesn’t understand what is meant by the repeal of the sunset date. 
 
 The EO stated last year there was a bill to remove a “deadline” date for which the HSCFN could 

collect the $40.  The Board and others testified to support the HSCFN and the legislation to 
basically continue funding the HSCFN. 

 
 Mr. Washington asked if nurses were alerted to this.  
 
 The EO stated there were public hearings at the Legislature.  
 
 Mr. Washington asked if nurses in Hawaii were told about it. 
 
 The DAG stated the Board does not notify nurses of every legislative proposal and asked Mr. 

Washington, as a licensee does he receive HSCFN annual reports. 
 
 Mr. Washington stated he did not know.  
  
 The EO stated she will refer Mr. Washington’s inquiry to the HSCFN with a copy/report back to 

the Board on their response and a copy of their annual report. 
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Executive Session: At 10:40 a.m. upon a motion by Mr. Hoban seconded by Ms. Stone Murai it was                 
   voted on and unanimously carried to move into Executive Session in accordance with HRS, 
   92-5(a) (1) and (4), “To consider and evaluate personal information relating to individuals  
   applying for professional or vocational licenses cited in section 26-9 or both;” and “To  
   consult with the board’s attorney on questions and issues pertaining to the board’s powers, 
   duties, privileges, immunities, and liabilities”. 
 
  Ms. Elvenia was excused from the meeting at 11:15 a.m.  
 
 At 11:16 a.m. upon a motion by Mr. Hoban, seconded by Ms. Stone Murai, it was voted on and 

unanimously carried to move out of executive session.      
 
Applications:  Licensed Practical Nurses 

 
Ratification List 

 Upon a motion by the Chair Pro Tem, seconded by Ms. Stone Murai, it was voted on and 
unanimously carried to ratify the attached list of LPNs (LPN-17556 to LPN-17565). 

 
Applications:  Licensed Practical Nurses 
 

LPN Applicants with prior convictions and/or disciplinary action 
Upon a motion by Dr. Fleming, seconded by Ms. Stone Murai it was voted on and unanimously carried  
to approve the following applications: 

 
  Sajouste, Elard 
  Webster, Kimberly 
  Johnson, Marcia 
            

  Registered Nurses 
  
Ratification List 
Upon a motion by the Chair Pro Tem, seconded by Ms. Stone Murai, it was voted on and unanimously  
carried to ratify the attached list of RNs (RN 74314 to RN-74412). 
 
RN Applicants with prior convictions and/or disciplinary action 
Upon a motion by Dr. Fleming, seconded by Ms. Tali, it was voted on and unanimously 
carried to approve the following applications: 
   
 Agpaoa, Hazel 
 Appleton, Susan 
 Erhartic, Jami 
 Hanna, Craig Jr. 
 James, Samantha 
 Kalawaia, Uaonani 
 Long, Jaclyn 
 McLamb, Carol 
 Nijiki Mbiakop, Gisele 
 O’Leary, Margaret 
 Pennington, Jasmine 
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 Reeser, Gail 
 Scialdo, Kara 
 Seaton-Brissette, Tiare 
 Hopkins, Justin 
 Wade, Tiffeny 
 Vasquez, Jeannette 
 Morgan, Kristy 
 
RN Applicants with prior convictions and/or disciplinary action 
Upon a motion by Dr. Fleming, seconded by the Ms Stone Murai it was voted on an unanimously 
carried to approve the following application upon receipt of clarification of applicant’s response to the 

 question regarding practiced nursing within the last 5 years: 
 
 Nilsson, Axel 
 

 Advanced Practice Registered Nurse (APRN)  
 

APRN Applicants with prior convictions and/or disciplinary action 
Upon a motion by Dr. Fleming, seconded by Ms. Stone Murai, it was voted on and unanimously 
carried to approve the following application: 
 
 Appleton, Susan 
 

 Ratification List 
Upon a motion by Dr. Fleming seconded by Mr. Hoban, it was voted on and unanimously 
carried to ratify the following applications for APRN, APRN-Rx and APRN-Rx for CS: 
 
Pre-October 1, 2009 Requirements 

     Dalton, Kathleen 
     Tremblay, Cynthia    
 

Current Requirements 
     Alli Faduma, Sara B. 
     Ciancione, Peter Jr.  
     Vallejo, Donna 
     
    Advanced Practice Registered Nurse-Rx (APRN-Rx) 
     
    Alli Faduma, Sara B. 
    Anderson, Natalie 
    Kurashima, Mona 
    Lee, Patricia A. 
    Napoleon, Tammie 
    Shaw-Renken, Maralyn 
    Troshkin, Vadim 
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  Advanced Practice Registered Nurse-Rx for Controlled Substances 
   
  Amone, Kaori 
  Berlin, Kara 
  Kurihara, Joy S.N. 
  McGrath, Suwan 
  Webb, Brandee 
  
Chapter 91, HRS The Chair Pro Tem called for a recess from the meeting at 11:25 a.m. to discuss and  
Adjudicatory Matters: deliberate on the following adjudicatory matter(s) pursuant to Chapter 91, HRS 
  
 In the Matter of the Application for a Nursing License of Melissa Tasaki, RNS-LIC-2013-

001, Hearings Officer’s Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Recommended Order 
Granting Respondent’s Motion to Dismiss 

 
 Upon a motion by Ms. Stone Murai, seconded by Ms. Tali it was voted on and 

unanimously carried to approve the Board’s Final Order. 
  
 Following the Board’s review, deliberation, and decisions in these matters, pursuant to 
 Chapter 92, HRS, the Chair announced that the Board would reconvene to its scheduled  
 open meeting at 11:26 a.m. 
 
Election of Officers: The EO announced that the Chair Pro Tem for the August meeting will be Ms. Stone Murai and 

the Chair Pro Tem for the September meeting will be Dr. Fleming. 
 
 Next Meeting:  The Chair Pro Tem announced the next scheduled Board meeting as follows: 
 
    Thursday, August 1, 2013 

 8:30 a.m.  
 Queen Liliuokalani Conference Room 
 King Kalakaua Building, 1st Floor 
 335 Merchant Street 
 Honolulu, Hawaii  96813 
 
Adjournment: There being no further business to discuss, the meeting was adjourned at 11:28 a.m. 
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Reviewed and approved by: 

Taken by: 
 
 
/s/ Lee Ann Teshima_________        Lisa Kalani   
Lee Ann Teshima,    Lisa Kalani, Secretary 
Executive Officer          

       
 
LAT:lk 
 
7/22/13 
 
[    ] Minutes approved as is. 
[ x ] Minutes approved with changes; see minutes of ___8/1/13__________________________. 
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 LTYPE LIC NUM    SORTNAME            
 ----- ---------- --------------------
 RN       74314   BRYAN RACHELLE ANN  
 RN       74315   JOCELYN MA THERESA A
 RN       74316   GRAINGER NANCY G    
 RN       74317   COSTILOW ALEAH G    
 RN       74318   SOLIVA CHERRY J     
 RN       74319   PAUZE GINA E        
 RN       74320   NURMI CATHERINE M   
 RN       74321   ALVARADO MARY ROSE A
 RN       74322   ALI FADUMA SARA B   
 RN       74323   QUATRA LEANE        
 RN       74324   LAWRENCE JULIAN A   
 RN       74325   KWIK MICHELLE P     
 RN       74326   GORDON CHRISTINA M  
 RN       74327   DALTON KATHLEEN A   
 RN       74328   PRINCE DEEANNA      
 RN       74329   RIBAUDO JESSICA C   
 RN       74330   BOYER KAYLA M       
 RN       74331   AJAMY ALI R         
 RN       74332   SPRING JULIA K      
 RN       74333   RICHMOND HEATHER A  
 RN       74334   RIEHLE LINDSAY F    
 RN       74335   MONDOL SHALLIE      
 RN       74336   PASCUA BARBARA J    
 RN       74337   ESCALONA MICHELLE M 
 RN       74338   SHERIFF CHERYL      
 RN       74339   GEYROZAGA MAC QUENE 
 RN       74340   RONCO MICHELE A     
 RN       74341   GILL BRITTANY A     
 RN       74342   JACKSON HOLLIE H    
 RN       74343   DE LEON MARIA WEVENA
 RN       74344   AN YOUNGSIN         
 RN       74345   DOSS PORSCHE A      
 RN       74346   MCNEELY ALLISON W   
 RN       74347   NANHTA MARSHA S     
 RN       74348   CALINAO JANET S     
 RN       74349   CRISTOBAL KRISTIAN N
 RN       74350   BARAYUGA ARTEMIO C B
 RN       74351   BITUIN CLEEANNE D   
 RN       74352   MENDOZA LEO PAUL C  
 RN       74353   CALALANG FRANCE M   
 RN       74354   NAGUIAT CASEYLENE Q 
 RN       74355   MAGPAYO MICHAEL J   
 RN       74356   GARCIA JENNIFER L   
 RN       74357   BARBER LILIA Q      
 RN       74358   HIBBITT IVY LOU B   
 RN       74359   SHARP KARA S        
 RN       74360   NELSON JULIE M      
 RN       74361   YORK KAREN J        
 RN       74362   CLEGG CHARLES D     
 RN       74363   CLEGG NICOLE L      
 RN       74364   WILKERSON MAGALIE R 
 RN       74365   PERRY JAMES M       
 RN       74366   JAMES CRYSTAL R     
 RN       74367   DANZ DEANNA J       
 RN       74368   HUSTER YA RONG      
 RN       74369   MCCAFFRY SHENA H    
 RN       74370   MONTANA LEE ANN     
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 LTYPE LIC NUM    SORTNAME            
 ----- ---------- --------------------
 RN       74371   HALL LESLIE L       
 RN       74372   SCHROER DOUGLAS R   
 RN       74373   RAGAN CYNTHIA E     
 RN       74374   STONE REBECCA J     
 RN       74375   WEST HOPE C         
 RN       74376   HUNTER LILY N       
 RN       74377   HADDEN ALLANA M     
 RN       74378   DAVIS HANNAH R      
 RN       74379   TEMBREVILLA LORENA  
 RN       74380   LOIS E <WALTERS-THRE
 RN       74381   MCGUNIGLE GREGORY M 
 RN       74382   WILLIAMS LARSHAUN M 
 RN       74383   ADRAGNA RACHELL A   
 RN       74384   ROBISON HARRY D     
 RN       74385   FERIL EDMEE C       
 RN       74386   WILLIAMS TIFFANY A  
 RN       74387   TEXEIRA CELESTE L   
 RN       74388   GARLAND LAURIE Y    
 RN       74389   BERNADETE K COLLINS<
 RN       74390   MCMILLAN MARNA S    
 RN       74391   HEDGEPETH CINDI L   
 RN       74392   HOOGENAKKER KATHRYN 
 RN       74393   TROUS YELENA        
 RN       74394   MARTIN-BOYD MARY JAN
 RN       74395   POND RENEE I        
 RN       74396   CENCAK PAULA JEAN   
 RN       74397   LANGE MEGAN R       
 RN       74398   BAKER DONA S        
 RN       74399   JENKINS STELLA M    
 RN       74400   DRACE KRISTIN L     
 RN       74401   POWERS TINA M       
 RN       74402   LOPEZ ALOHA S       
 RN       74403   PASSARO KATIE L     
 RN       74404   BOWLBY LESLIE G     
 RN       74405   WEBB HOLLY M        
 RN       74406   GUTIERREZ ROBIN     
 RN       74407   MOORHEAD STACEY L   
 RN       74409   LADEVEZE JENNIFER L 
 RN       74410   RYAN MARGARET       
 RN       74411   PREVOST HANA M      
 RN       74412   MANALIGOD RUBY S    
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 LTYPE LIC NUM    SORTNAME            
 ----- ---------- --------------------
 LPN      17556   GAMBLE MEGHAN E     
 LPN      17557   CRAWFORD NATASHA M  
 LPN      17558   CAYWOOD MONICA      
 LPN      17559   SUNAHARA ERIN J C   
 LPN      17560   PAUNI PEGGY O I     
 LPN      17561   LORDIER SHARON L    
 LPN      17562   JOSE ROXANNE B      
 LPN      17563   GILL KRYSTAL        
 LPN      17564   RAMOS RYAN C        
 LPN      17565   SALADINO KRISTINE T 
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